Year 1
Autumn

Spring

Summer

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

Beegu (CLPE)

Aarrggghh spider!

The owl and the pussycat

Traction Man (CLPE)

No Dinner (CLPE)

Quentin Blake
Author study

Description of Beegu’s
home planet -describe

S&L – learning and
Spider acrostic poem performing the poem –
entertain
entertain

Character description of their
own superhero or villain describe

Postcard home to
My pet spider
Beegu’s alien friends description - describe
socialise

Ship’s log - describe

Speech bubbles to
parents and Beegu –
socialise

Spider facts true or
false game - instruct

wedding invitation persuade

Write a pet spider
story – entertain

Information texts about owls;
create a mini book – explain

Setting description of sink and
villains; taking Traction Man
round school to describe his
adventures using prepositions
- describe
Traction Man’s next adventure
in comic strip format entertain
Advertising poster for a new
traction man toy - persuade

Bog baby (CLPE_

Film Unit (TBC)

Where the wild
things are
Write invitation to the
monsters’ ball persuade
Wild Thing
questionnaire enquire
Letter from Max to his
mum - socialise

A very pirate
Christmas
Pirate character
profile - describe
List and description of
all the things the
pirate stole - describe
Retell the story recount
Pirate ‘Wanted’ poster
- persuade

Setting description - describe
Instructions how to make a
habitat for bog baby and
keep it alive - instruct
Make your own Bog Baby
story with different ending or
setting - entertain
‘Missing’ poster - explain

Recount in role recount

Story of Mr Magnolias
missing boot. Learn
and perform by heart
- entertain.

Letter to the old woman
from the granddaughter - socialise

Recount in role as a
cockatoo - recount

Alternative story
changing animals entertain
Make a questionnaire
about the story - inquire

The Snail and the
Whale

Own version of the
story Mrs Armitage on
wheels - entertain

The tiny seed

Character description describe

Write a description of
one of the pictures describe.

Seed diaries - recount

Setting writing based on sound
- entertain

Recount from snail’s
point of view - recount.

Seed experiments instruct

Recount and/or recorded oral
retelling of trailer - recount

Newspaper report of
the events - recount.

